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Perfect your water

HOW DO I GET SOURCE? 
 Hydroscot Energies
Visit:  www.hydroscot-energies.co.uk/hydropanel
Email:  info.hydropanel@hydroscot-energies.eu
Call: Tel: +44(0)1382690343          
          Mob: +44(0)7707315898

Water Independence
 
Drinking water flows conveniently to 
a tap from infrastructure-independent 
Hydropanels. Low-maintenance and 
always delicious, you own your reliable 
water supply
 
RO: Dependent on the municipal supply 
& water infrastructure
 
Bottled Water: Must be purchased 
and delivered
 
Water Cooler: Relies on supplier and 
water infrastructure

Truly Renewable
 
SOURCE Hydropanels make, mineralize, 
and deliver delicious drinking water 
using only sunlight and air. Eliminates the 
plastic and water waste of bottled and 
filtered water
 
RO: On average, wastes 15 litres for every 
3 1/2 litres of drinking water filtered
 
Bottled Water: Emits CO2 in the process 
of production and distribution, results 
in water wasted during filtration, and 
leaves behind plastic trash
 
Water Cooler: Wastes water in the 
process of filtration and delivery trucks 
result in pollution



How do you want to 
dispense your water?
Existing RO Tap

Fridge Dispenser

New Tap

Free Standing 

TM

Why customers love How much water 
do you need?
We build arrays based on your drinking 
water consumption, use, and location.

How does SOURCE work?

Water vapour from the 
ambient air around us is 
drawn into SOURCE via 
fans and adsorbed onto 
special material

Pure water is desorbed 
into an air-tight system 
inside SOURCE

Liquid water flows into 
reservoir and is 
mineralized

Drinking water passes 
through flavour polishing 
cartridge before being 
dispensed at the tap

SOURCE panels are 
connected to a mesh 
network and are monitored 
for production and quality

Average couple, small 
family, or small office
2  Hydropanels 

Average or large family, 
office, school, community
3+  Hydropanel Array +

Water Independence: Free yourself 
from bottled or municipal with healthy, 
delicious water at your tap

Truly Renewable: When the sun comes 
up, your supply is refreshed each day 
without any waste

Every Person, Every Place: Whether it's 
dry or humid, SOURCE makes water for 
you and your family. Transform drinking 
water for every person with our Water 
for Life program

Drinking Water, Perfected: SOURCE 
produces pure water and mineralizes 
for health and taste benefit. With 
monitoring through the SOURCE 
app, you have drinking water peace 
of mind


